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Art by design
We would like to propose a unique group show for the Northwind Arts Center. The show will
feature the extensive work of four prominent Northwest artists: David Owen Hastings, Brian
O’Neill, Leslie Newman, and myself, Tim Celeski. Individually, we have each produced large
bodies of work and have held several successful group and solo shows. But, as connected as
we are, we’ve never shown our work together. We think the Center is the perfect venue for a
show featuring the work of four designers that are now fine artists.

Four designers. Now, four artists with a shared history
Over 30 years, we have shared long and interesting professional and personal histories and
have much in common. Starting out as graphic designers, we progressed creatively and
successfully through four professional careers to ultimately migrate to the world of fine art.
Though we each focus on modern, contemporary and abstract art, we have chosen diﬀerent
mediums and methods of expression. Prints, collages, quilts, ceramic vessels, digital painting,
studio furniture, and abstract sculpture reflect four very individual views of art.
Despite diﬀerences in vision, something unique happens when these artists’ works are seen
together. This is art where each artist’s creations are the perfect complement the others. Pair
any two works together and you’ll find a perfect match. It’s art that is balanced, warm, exciting,
and accessible to the viewer. Plus, the work disciplined, focused, and executed a high level.
When you place all four artists’ work in the same room, something exciting happens. With this
group of four, it’s a show of scale featuring complementary forms, shapes, colors, depths, and
intensities that radiate throughout each artist’s work. It’s a show where each piece
complements the one next to it or all the way across the room. A show that highlights
diﬀerences in mediums, visions, and common strengths yet, what we have in common. A show
that demonstrates the shared history, experience, visual skills, and the unique perspectives
that we each bring to our artistic expressions. Simply put: this a great group show that’s sure
to please the gallery’s audience and members of your community.
Each artist is prepared to oﬀer 12-20 pieces scaled appropriately for your gallery space for a
4X4 2021 show. Additionally, we oﬀer considerable professional design and marketing skills to
promote the event. We would prefer to schedule our show for fall of 2021.
We ask that you consider our request to exhibit this unique show at the Northwind Arts Center.

Artist Introductions
David Owen Hastings
David’s art lives in multiple worlds. He creates abstract collages using paper, fabric, pigments,
and encaustic mediums. His bright and colorful, modern, abstract quilts push a traditional
medium into exciting new directions.

davidowenhastings.com

Brian O’Neill
Brian is a contemporary ceramic artist working with basic raw materials that he coaxes and
nurtures into objects that have shape and balance - a rhythm in their proportion and surface
texture.

brianoneillceramics.com

Leslie Newman
Leslie is a new media artist. Her colorful, expressive, abstract paintings combine traditional
painting skills with new digital tools. Her Shapemaking Series combines pure shape, form and
color into bold, modern, abstracts.

leslienewman.art

Tim Celeski
Tim’s work pushes into new directions in abstract wood sculpture and while explories new
mediums using high performance concrete and plastic. With a modernist’s aesthetic and a
penchant for working with natural Northwest materials, he uses a contemporary toolset to push
the limits of abstract and geometric forms in freestanding and wall sculpture.

celeski.art
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David Owen Hastings
Organic Prints and Collages
Since 1999, I have been a professional print and collage artist. In my artwork I explore patterns,
shapes, colors and textures I find in nature. I love working abstractly, and that is why I call my
pieces “organic abstractions.” Plants and leaves, microorganisms, and weathered surfaces are
all inspiring to me. My paper-based artwork often incorporates monotype printing, sometimes
mixed with my photography, and is stitched with a sewing machine. My finished artwork has
rich layers and patterns with a very tactile quality that is reminiscent of encaustic painting.

Quilting, Textiles, Workshops and Lectures
I’ve been knitting and sewing since I was a kid. There’s something magical in taking a length of
yarn or a piece of fabric and turning it into something useful and beautiful with your own hands.
It’s enchanting. I’m one of the believers that crafts like knitting and quilting can be both an
artistic expression, as well as good for the soul. In recent years, I have enjoyed creating some
of my own textiles through dyeing and painting. I love incorporating these fabrics into quilts
and wall pieces with a modern twist. I also oﬀer workshops and lectures on quilting projects
and design techniques, fabric printing, artist branding, and advancing your own creativity.

Graphic Design for Good Causes
I have a passion for doing good. That’s why I focus my graphic design business on helping
nonprofit organizations with their branding, websites and print collateral. I’ve been working
independently since 2001, and around 2005, I decided to dedicate myself exclusively to
nonprofits, and the great work they are doing in our region. It was one of the best decisions I’ve
made: I get to be creative while helping nonprofits reach the people they serve in distinctive
and dynamic ways. And, I feel good about helping people get the services they need. It is very
rewarding work, and my clients appreciate my creativity, professionalism, and reasonable rates.
By the way, I donate 10-percent of my time on each and every project as an in-kind gift... it is
my way of giving back to all the great organizations I serve.
The examples shown are priced from $550 to $1250

Brian O’Neill
I find great satisfaction working with basic raw materials that can be coaxed, nurtured if you
will, into objects that have shape and balance - a rhythm in their proportion, scale and surface
texture. It is my hope that some of these universal rhythms of nature are embodied in my
pieces, evoking the simple strengths that reside in stone and the natural landscape.
Most of my forms are vessels. They have an interior and an exterior, the visible form and the
more hidden space inside is an anthropomorphic relationship I enjoy exploring. Each piece
comes into existence and develops a personality as it evolves, much like all of us.
My inspirations are a varied. I’ve got this wabi-sabi meets mid-century modern thing going on,
what I’m calling “Modern Primitive”. For me, any design discipline involving the relationship of
shape, form and color whether architecture, fashion, product design, all inform my work as well
as the beauty of the natural world.

Technique
All my work begins on the potters wheel. Many of my forms are altered and reassembled.
Coarse textures and very intentional form make up the body of my work at this time. I use both
the 3000 year old technology of the potters wheel in conjunction with current design software.
Bringing a photo of an unresolved piece into a drawing program to explore alternative design
options.
I use a very coarse clay body and scrape each piece to pull out its texture. My glazes and the
application of them work to enhance that texture. By brushing many layers of glaze over the
darker oxides underneath I can build a variety of color tones. The work is fired to 2245° in an
oxidation environment using an electric kiln, transforming the clay to a durable stoneware.

BIO
I hold a BA in Fine Art from Western Washington University and carried a dual major in
ceramics and visual communications. And while my heart is wedded to clay, I pursued a career
in graphic design which has taken me to Chicago, Los Angeles and eventually Seattle.
While living in the two-dimensional world of typography, photography, color, paper and now the
digital realm, I’ve always kept a hand in the clay and main- tained a ceramic studio wherever I
lived. I came to see that fundamental design principles translate across all dimensions and
began thinking I might one day get back to the 3D world of clay.
That day came in 2001. I left my urban ways, sold my house in Seattle and moved to rural
Whatcom County, WA making the transition to a life in clay.

My work is represented nationally by galleries and museums and is included in numerous
permanent collections. I also exhibit and sell my work at several regional art shows. Most
recently I’ve had the privilege of participating in the
Smithsonian Craft Show in Washington, D.C.
Examples shown are $550 to $1200. Most pieces are at the higher end.

Leslie K Newman
Leslie (Lel) Newman lives and works in Indianola, WA.
She brings a fresh approach to her expressive, abstract digital paintings and modernist
“Shapemaking” prints. Her experience as a designer and illustrator and many years of art study
with expressive painter Barbara Fugate inform her work. In 2018 she completed her second
Instagram 100-day art challenge, creating and posting an original abstract daily.

Artist Statement
“Abstraction is my passion. I work intuitively, reacting to the shapes, colors, and marks to
create modernist artwork that is fresh and evocative. I leave it to the viewer to dive in and
discover their own mood and meaning.
I use and am inspired by, new media digital tools, platforms for global online sharing such as
Instagram, and fine art digital printing. Some of my influences include Matisse’s cut-outs, midcentury art and design, and the paintings of Richard Diebenkorn, Stuart Davis, and David
Hockney.
I look to Art to inspire, surprise, and bring forth a wave of feeling that reminds us of our
wondrous existence. I feel it in my process of creating these works. I hope the viewers of my
work share in this sense of wonder.

Description
Leslie’s abstract, original artworks are digitally painted, or drawn and are presented as limited
edition archival inkjet prints on heavy German 100% cotton paper (Hahnemühle Photo Rag).
Available in several sizes, the prints are signed and numbered in pencil beneath image. Signed
certificate of authenticity is included.
Examples shown are $200-$1800

Tim Celeski
“Like people, trees are all individuals” - David Hockney.
For a long time I’ve been best known for my extensive line of custom furniture. Now, I’m
headed in a new direction. Armed with a background in design and woodworking, I’m now
making sculptural art that’s meant to be both seen and touched.
With an extensive background in graphic, digital and furniture design, I create sculptural art
that’s meant to be seen, experienced, and touched.
With a modernist aesthetic and a contemporary toolset, my work explores new directions in
art. Precise, curvilinear geometric shapes combine organic themes with the natural beauty of
wood. Fluid, touchable surfaces in concrete, porcelain or fiberglass create a collage of textures
and contrasts.
Transforming indigenous Formline design into new abstract works is like a walk on a tight rope.
Creating new organic forms with parametric and generative design techniques are tests of how
far I can push my vision.
Carving wood, I look for reclaimed, cast-oﬀ material, unique in pattern and imperfection
determined by the life of the tree. In formable materials, I create fluid geometric and abstract
forms with generated textures and contrasting surfaces.
Starting with precise drawings, I 3D carve raw material directly or forms are milled for casting.
The results are panels, vessels and free-standing sculpture sized from 10 inches to over 12
feet. Each piece is unique, tactile with a sensuous surface that’s meant to be touched.
All of the pieces are created in my shop across from Puget Sound in Indianola, Washington
using a combination of modern methods — such as computers and other digital tools for three
dimensional design accuracy, classic tools to prepare raw materials and traditional skills to
bring out the character of wood and to blend cast materials and forms into shapes smooth to
the touch.
Example shown are $400-$4200. Pieces planned for the 4X4 show will add a $250-$500 price
range.

